
Baba Marbles on display with the Kinetic
facade by Dipen Gada and Associates
  

Architecture 몭rm Dipen Gada and associates have designed Baba Marbles, a commercial
store selling a variety of stones and marbles in Vadodara city of Gujarat. As every
architectural project comes with opportunities to be creative and thinks out-of-the-
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box, this one came with one too. These opportunities often referred to as design
constraints are a part of the process and for the marble project, the area of the site was
the major constraint.

Any store with display as its key design feature requires more spread area than usual and
for Baba marbles, the architects were only available with 4000sq ft plinth area out of a
total 9805sq ft site area leaving all the setbacks according to the set standards. To
accommodate all the variety of materials for display and to rectify the problem of spread
area constraint, the team decided to go vertical both ways.





The 몭oors are designed to bear the load of the different marble variants at Baba Marbles.
The ground and the 몭rst-몭oor house have the stock of Italian marble on display and the
second 몭oor is being used to accommodate the variety of tiles. The third-몭oor display is
divided into halves. One half is dedicated to the display of marble articles and the other
half is the terrace area with a solar roof used to ful몭ll the electric requirements of the
building. The basement of the structure is a parking space designed with various wall
몭nishes and is utilized for showcasing Indian stones.



The team of Dipen Gada has ensured to conceptualize the Baba Marbles project focused
on promoting Indian materials which is also the forte of the store owner. The collection
re몭ects different types and 몭nishes available in the Indian variety and promotes its
usage to the clientele. 



The core material used for designing is exposed concrete that is intricately detailed and
brings out the structure. To enhance the aesthetics the architect has incorporated the
concept of the kinetic facade with playful use of glass openings on the front facade on
the northern side. The glass openings are covered with stone screens that form different
textures concerning wind movement. Two different textured materials – Agra stone and
Burnt Black granite, are used in the facade creating a circular pattern. Bigger punctures
at the lower level and smaller punctures at the top level are made to create a cutting-
edge pattern. 



The kinetic facade of Baba Marbles forms a different sciography and regulates the
proper in몭ux of light in the interiors on each 몭oor. The side facades are cladded with
strips of red Agra stone to instill a volumetric effect to the whole structure and create a
몭oating effect after the 몭rst 몭oor. Each 몭oor re몭ects a different character concerning
the material that is being showcased. The materials that are used for construction by
Dipen Gada and associates are true to their natural existence and comply with the
sustainable design aspects of any design. 
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Gita Balakrishnan elucidates her experiences of Madhya Pradesh during Walk for

Arcause campaign

Architect Gita Balakrishnan is a Kolkata-based architect and founder of Ethos that is working

towards instilling architecture and its impact in everyone related to the fraternity and bringing

together architects, students, and professionals working in the built environment. Shehas taken
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Ar. Meenakshi Umesh, The Architect Who Is Changing The Way We Look At
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‘The Trees in Vikhroli’ retaining the Greens

Meet Anubhav Gupta Chief Executive O몭cer Vikhroli, Chief CSR & Sustainability O몭cer, Godrej

Properties. Founder – GPL Design Studio-  – a unique, multidisciplinary innovation engine which

bridges the gap between architects and developers by creating a robust ecosystem for design,

“Girls Only” in Moscow by Ar. Valeriya Moskaleva of Design Studio

The Décor Journal India in conservation with Ar. Valeriya Moskaleva of Design Studio on the

completion of their new project titled as “Girls Only” in Moscow.  Q. How did the space come about?
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Designed by Ar Rajesh Sheth of Designer’s Circle that truly stands by the word serenity. The

bedrooms are kept minimal to their function as per user’s personal requirements while the textural

elements adds grace to the overall look.

Colina G o몭ers a breathtaking view of tropical Greens of North Goa

Colina G has given us some stunning views of paddy 몭elds 몭lled with tropical forest around.

bohemian styled balcony to a private pool, you can 몭nd everything that has to do with something

relaxing and luxury.
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Wood amalgamating with mystical hues in this Gurugram home

Design 21 creates an artistic splendour with its sumptuous ambience. The texture and design

concept is also consistent throughout the abode. Assembling this 8000 sq.ft. abode is a 몭ne

arrangement of neutral hues and sophistication.
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Symbiosis International University’s new medical wing is a strong form of

intriguing design

Symbiosis University Hospital and Research Centre (SUHRC) is a multi-specialty hospital that

represents a new and progressive face for healthcare infrastructure in India. Sitting along a slope,

the building is strategically positioned.
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